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Unit D, Lincoln Lodge, Station Road, Castlethorpe, Milton Keynes MK19 7HJ

Thank you to all our Customers
Jade Tyres is a major tyre sales and service
company serving many diverse market segments
of industry.
We are located in Castlethorpe in the middle of
the A5 and M1 corridor on the North Bucks and
South Northants borders serving a geographical
area within a 20-mile radius of this thriving
central region.
Within our region are to be found the principle
towns of Northampton, Daventry, Bedford, Milton
Keynes, Banbury, Buckingham, Leighton Buzzard,
Dunstable, Bicester, Aylesbury and Luton.
Many market segments of industry collide here
because of the enormous logistical development
within our region over past years, and still it
continues. We are proud to be part of this ever
unfolding development and our continuing
trading associations with so many major
companies, large and small, who actively engage
in this diverse market.

and services important to their day to day
business. These new products and services
are now firmly established and supported by
additional agricultural engineers that have joined
our company.
This brochure is a very small window into
the expanded products and services now
available in our customer walk-in shop and
engineering workshop.
These new products and services are the result of
you, our customers, sharing your ideas and needs
for additional services and products, supporting
those products as we introduced them and grew
the business, keeping us current and in tune with
your company’s needs.
A sincere thank you for your custom, support
and enthusiasm.
Danny Haley
Partner

As Jades Tyres has expanded over time the
diversity of our growing customer base is
reflected in their need for engineering products
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AGRICULTURE
•
•
•
•

Tractors
Trailers
Forklifts
Combines

TRANSPORT
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Trucks
Long Distance
Regional
Vans
Car and 4x4

EARTHMOVER
• Loaders
• Dump Trucks
• Bulldozers

JADE

TYRES
COMMERCIAL TYRE FITTING

CONSTRUCTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diggers
Dumpers
Tractors
Forklifts
Tippers
Sweepers
Access Platforms

We are a major tyre supplier
and tyre fitting service provider
to the following industries

ADDITIONAL
SERVICES
•
•
•
•
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Major Tyre Repairs
Water Ballasting
Foam Filling
Replacement Wheel Rims

Unit D, Lincoln Lodge, Station Road, Castlethorpe, Milton Keynes MK19 7HJ

Tyres and Breakdown Service
Tyre manufacturers’ brands and specifications are superseded over time as new features and
benefits are added to their products. Clearly, for the customer, this raises the question “What is the
best cost/benefit product available for my needs?” Discuss with us the latest tyre product options
available for your application so that you are better informed and confident to make the decision
that is right for your requirement.
The expertise and advice of our company is just a telephone call away.
Understanding that down time on heavy plant and combines due to tyre damage can be extremely
costly, we endeavour to get you running again as quickly as possible. To this end we hold a stock
of part-worn and repaired tyres that can be fitted, on a loan basis, until your tyre is repaired or a
replacement tyre is fitted.

24
HOUR
CALL OUT

24 HOUR BREAKDOWN SERVICE
We understand that every second counts, which is why we operate a 24 hour
breakdown service to ensure you are moving again as quickly as possible.

ON-SITE TYRE REPLACEMENT, FITTING AND REPAIR

ON-SITE

TYRE
REPAIR

As an independent company, we can ensure we match the right tyre to the right
plant. If a tyre is beyond repair we can replace tyres from stock or source and fit
a replacement swiftly to minimise downtime as much as possible.
Premium, budget, new, remoulds and part worn tyres, all at competitive pricing.

FIXED
CALL OUT
Gaiter Repair
Included

FIXED CALL OUT CHARGE
Our call out charge has no catches and no hidden extras. Call out costs and all
repair materials are discussed and agreed so there are never any surprises!

REGIONAL & NATIONAL COVERAGE
REGIONAL
& NATIONAL

COVERAGE

Our Tyre Support Team are available to service tyres and breakdowns in the UK
and throughout Europe.
Our high standards of tyre husbandry provide further savings with services such
as re-cutting and tyre rotation.

For best advice and service at all times please contact Danny Haley, Partner

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk
Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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Commercial Truck
Complete tyre management and support for your fleet requirements

No fleet is the same so we tailor our service to your logistical needs. Our aim is to support you and
your fleet and ensure that when problems arise we act swiftly to get you moving again and keep you
moving. Working with you to ensure good tyre maintenance such as tyre pressure correction, wear
and damage inspection, wheel rotation and more. Minimising the downtime your fleet will experience
with off-site replacement or repairs.
Our coverage is both regional and national and as an independent company we will provide you with
the best solution and most cost effective option for your needs. With our 24 hour service you are
always only one phone call away from getting back on the road.

Efficient service
and expert advice
when needed.
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Serving Agriculture
T SP
S
E
E
CI

FIXED

NEW AND
USED RIMS

AGRICULTURE AND
PLANT USED TYRES

SPRAYER TYRES
NEW AND USED

CALL OUT
Gaiter Repair
Included

ROW CROP
WHEEL AND TYRE

AL •

• H A RV

Understanding our customers needs is part of what we do

FLOTATION
TYRES

A Local Company for Local People
Lincoln Lodge Farm Tyre Service Centre. Tyre Specialists for Car - Van - 4x4 Tyres
As with the heavy construction and goods vehicles the range of tyre manufacturers’ brands for specific
applications in the car, van and 4x4 vehicles can be equally daunting. Understanding this situation
it is always our aim to give you, the customer, the best possible current information and guidance
at all times. When your vehicle needs a new tyre, puncture repair, wheels balanced, 4-wheel laser
alignment or just experienced qualified advice and guidance we are just a telephone call away.

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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JADE

AGRI
ENGINEERING
Repairs, servicing and
complete restoration and
refurbishment service
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Sandblasting and Spraying
SANDBLASTING SERVICE

SPRAYING SERVICE

Sandblasting is the perfect solution for a damage
free clean. Unlike other, more harsher methods,
sandblasting ensures that only the paint and
decayed areas are removed. It is particularly well
suited for the removal of rust, making it ideal
for vehicle body work or other metal surfaces in
preparation for spraying.

Industrial spray painting remains a popular
choice for professional craftsmen in heavy-duty
industries. It provides a fast and economical
way to apply high quality paint coatings to a
wide range of surfaces at a fraction of the time
and cost.

From cleaning precision parts to reclaiming
surfaces, sandblasting is an invaluable technique
to improve the appearance and operation of
your equipment.

We provide a full paint spraying service from the
simple panel respray to plant and agricultural
machinery, tractors, trailers and horse boxes.

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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Repairs and Servicing
TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENT REPAIRS

SERVICING

We offer both on-site and workshop repairs for
tractors, ATV’s, plant equipment and agricultural
machinery.

Jade Agri Engineering Services provide a full
range of service and maintenance schedules for all
tractors undertaken by our agricultural engineers.

Our Agricultural Engineers cater for all main
makes and models. Stocking most major parts
means that we are able to repair your tractor and
machinery promptly.

All fitted parts come with a 12-month warranty. We
stock most major parts to facilitate a swift service.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Agricultural Machinery
Tractors
Forklifts
Plant
Farm Trailers
Ploughs
Cultivators
Mowing Machinery
PTO Shafts (made to measure)
Commercial Vans, Horse Boxes

Our Service includes:
• Air Filters
• Fuel and Oil Filters
• Hydraulic and Cab Filters
• Oils, Lubricants and Coolant
These ‘routine’ service items are all supported
with other essential ancillary products, such as,
screen wash, lights, bulbs, wiper blades, mirrors,
glass, seats and much more, where required.

Unit D, Lincoln Lodge, Station Road, Castlethorpe, Milton Keynes MK19 7HJ

Restoration and Refurbishment
Ferguson, Massey Ferguson and Ford are some
of the most popular tractors that are currently
under restoration by our engineers. Recently we
had the excitement and privilege of refurbishing
a Porsche Tractor.
Restoration is a matter of some compromise today
between availability and cost of original parts and
making use of modern day materials. For a full
range of all Vintage parts available please contact
our engineering services.

what the reason the same care and attention to
detail will be given throughout the restoration
process. Our reputation is built on quality
workmanship so you can rest assured of the best
finish and functionality of your tractor machinery,
both inside and out.
The Ford tractor refurbishment illustrated below
is a fine example of customer and our engineering
staff working closely together to achieve a
rewarding and beautiful result.

All our projects take into consideration the
customers aspirations and budget which vary
accordingly to the level of restoration required.
Full or partial rebuilds are undertaken, including
full nut and bolt rebuilds. More general or show
tractors are also restored under the watchful eye
of the customer, who is invited to our workshop
during the restoration process.
Some restoration projects have sentimental
value, others are purely work related, no matter

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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JADE

Hydraulic Hose and
Accessories Counter
Fitting Service

HOSES
& ACCESSORIES

Jade Hose and Accessories service counter is an integral part of our extended shop facility. In addition,
to an impressive stock of hose and couplings, we have installed a Swaging machine that enables us to
provide complete hose and coupling assemblies over the counter while you wait.

HOSE
•
•
•
•
•

Hydraulic Hose
Suction Delivery Hose
Pressure Washer Hose
Airline Hose
General Purpose Hose

1/4” - 2”
1”- 6”
10m - 20m - 30m
1/4” - 5/16” - 3/8”
3/4”

COUPLINGS
•
•
•
•
•

Dowty Seals
Low Pressure Valves and Clips
Brass Fittings
Quick Release Couplings
Valves and Clamps

HOSE TAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Komatsu
ORFS
Metric
BSP
JIC
Banjo
Flanged
Stand Pipes

ADAPTORS
•
•
•
•

JIC
Metric
BSP
Compression

Specialist Hoses available on request
INDUSTRIAL USERS

Agriculture • Automotive • Construction • Distribution • Engineering • Food/Beverages
Machinery • Manufacturing • Motorsport • Plant Machinery • Rail • Recycling
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Hydraulic Hose, Couplings,
Adaptors, Tube and Hose Clamps
Because we stock an extensive product line of hydraulic hose and accessories we are able to offer you
a ‘While you Wait’ service for most hose assemblies.

ADAPTORS
We stock a broad range of adaptors that will allow you to
conveniently adapt your coupling to meet applications beyond
your normal coupling range.

TUBE & HOSE CLAMPS
Stauff hydraulic tube and pipe clamps available in single, twin
and heavy duty series. Supplied in polypropylene, polyamide,
solid rubber and aluminium. U-bolt clamps are available in
galvanized mild steel and stainless steel, complete with clamp
saddles in polypropylene.

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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Off-the-shelf Customer Shop
Agricultural, Industrial and Automotive Applications
View our Point of Sale Display Stands in the shop for a diverse range of every-day products used for
maintenance, servicing, repair and replacement. Open 8am-6pm Monday to Friday and 8am-12noon
on Saturday.
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CELLULOSE GRANULES

AGRI GOLD HIGH QUALITY OIL PRODUCTS

Industrial Spillage Absorber
• Fire Retardant Compound
• Conforms to BS476 Class 1
• Can be Incinerated
• Highly Absorbent
• Suitable for
all Surfaces
• Chemically Inert
• Lightweight
• Dust Free

• Super Universal Tractor Oil (SUTO) 10W/30 SL/CG-4
• HD30 Series 1 Engine Oil Suitable for Heavy Duty Diesel
Vehicles (Important note: NON Turbo)
• Heavy Duty Diesel Engine Oil 5W/40 E7 SL/C1-4
• CAT 10W Transmission Oil High Quality Mono Grade
• Hydraulic Oil 32
• Hydraulic Oil 46
• Universal Anti-Freeze
Also available:
Low Sulphur / Low Ash Oils (SAPS)
Technical Data Sheets are available
for the above products.
Please enquire at shop counter.

Unit D, Lincoln Lodge, Station Road, Castlethorpe, Milton Keynes MK19 7HJ

HYDRAULIC HOSE

COUPLINGS, FIXINGS AND ADAPTORS

We house an extensive stock of hydraulic hose
and couplings. Hoses can be made while you
wait or you can make a call prior to your visit
and collect.

Our trade shop is home to a wide variety of
accessories for all your hydraulic needs.
• Swag fittings
• Interlock fittings
• Reusable fittings
• Adaptors

Our Vapormatic dealership and farm shop ensures we provide a
wide range of tools to fit your needs.

Tel: 01908 510496 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk www.jadetyres.co.uk
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Jade Tyres LLP
Unit D, Lincoln Lodge, Station Road, Castlethorpe, Milton Keynes MK19 7HJ
Tel: 01908 510496 Mob: 07867 459901 Email: danny@jadetyres.co.uk
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